RAPID DSP
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
Slash times from Simulink simulation to real-time operation
TinyCore

Overview
The Rapid DSP Development System
delivers fastest time to market through the
ability to go directly from Simulink simulations
to real-time operation in an FPGA Evaluation
Board within a matter of seconds by automatic
compilation of the Simulink model directly to
fully optimised executable code.
This is achieved by using Oxford Digital’s:
TinyCore to provide an efficient DSP core;
Simulink-2-Tiny block set in the Simulink
design environment followed by netlist
extraction; TinyTools to provide extremely
compact code through the 23 pass optimising
compiler; & TinyFPGA board that will run the
application in real-time.
Components
The Rapid DSP Development System is
licensed on a per seat basis and comprises
the following Award-Winning* technology:


TinyCore licence for FPGA cores
to provide a highly configurable and
efficient DSP core



TinyTools & TinyGCon licence
to provide extremely compact code
through the 23 pass optimising
compiler and real-time control via GUI



Simulink-2-Tiny licence to provide the
TinyCore block set in the Simulink
design environment followed by netlist
extraction



TinyFPGA Evaluation Board that will
run the application in real-time.

A licence upgrade is available for ASIC
deployment.
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TinyCore is a reconfigurable RTL model that
permits synthesis of FPGA and ASIC gate-level
netlists with a wide range of configurable
parameters that can be selected for the needs
of the application. From low-cost ICs
demanding the smallest gate count, through to
top-end pro-audio systems, TinyCore can be
configured to give the required performance.
TinyCore makes no assumptions on master
clock frequency and so is independent of audio
sample rate. It is optimised for low power and
low gate count through a configurable memory
access method and a split multiplier design.
Parameters include:


1 - 32 audio I/O channels



data path bit width from 16 to 48 bits



128 - 8192 instructions per audio sample
period



1 - 3 data storage RAMs, each containing
between 32 and 4096 data words



optional external memory interface for
effects requiring large delays (e.g. sparse
FIR filters, reverbs)



support for encrypted code so that effects
can be used securely
TinyTools

TinyTools together with Simulink-2-Tiny is
centred on the Mathworks Simulink hierarchical
development environment. The Simulink frontend allows DSP engineers to visually develop
complex algorithms in a fast and intuitive
manner and mix TinyCore block set objects with
regular Simulink so that test stimulus, scope
probes, measurement and analysis can be
carried out in that environment .
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RAPID DSP
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
TinyFPGA
Features:

Typical smart phone DSP showing 3 levels of hierarchy

Once entered, the DSP design is then
optimised by the 23 pass optimising compiler
to ensure the maximum processing can be
squeezed into any given TinyCore, or
alternatively will allow the minimum
specification TinyCore to be used in order to
save gate count.
TinyTools then applies the assembler, to
create code that is ready to be loaded and
executed directly on TinyCore development
hardware within seconds of completing a DSP
schematic.



Spartan 3A1400 FPGA (large enough for 2
to 4 TinyCores)



8 analog audio outputs via 3.5mm ministereo and 6 RCA sockets



4 analog audio inputs via 3.5mm mini-stereo
and 2 RCA sockets



SPDIF input and output



PLL for both 44.1/48kHz (and multiples), or
alternatively can be programmed to lock to
high rate I2S, I8S etc streams



Supports sample rates up to 192kHz



FPGA General Purpose I/O (20 pins) – can
be programmed to receive additional
channels or provide debug information



2MByte SRAM for use with external memory



On-board ‘scene’ memory – can be used for
coefficient storage for self-boot situation

Once the DSP is running on TinyCore,
coefficients in the DSP design can be adjusted
using TinyGcon. Real-time control ensures
easy and precise fine-tunings can be made to
the algorithm, with the results immediately
observable by listening and/or measurement.

TinyFPGA Evaluation Board

Sample Use Cases

TinyGCon provides real-time parameter control
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Recent use case examples include the
development of an AEC algorithm from scratch
within three days and the delivery of DSP code
for an audio post-processor application together
with HDL for a custom core in six days.
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